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Abstract: The importance of globe valve in fluid handling and control cannot be 
overemphasized. It is useful in oil and gas applications. If globe valve is not properly 
modelled, its primary purpose of regulation of fluid flow may be defeated. In this work, model 
of globe valve is developed from basic mechanical principles.  The resulting model is a 
second order system whose response to a step input signal gives no overshoot. Further 
stability analysis with bode plot, Nyquist plot and root locus plot give a stable system 
indicating that the developed globe valve model is suitable for relevant areas of application. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Valves are mechanical devices used purposely for the control of fluid flow and pressure within a system. Valves 
are essential components of a piping system that transports vapors, slurries, liquids, gases, and other products. The 
primary roles of valves are to; stop and start flow, reduce, or increase a flow, control the direction of flow, regulate 
a flow or process pressure, and relieve a piping system of a certain pressure [1]. 
 
Globe valve could be used to start, stop and regulate flow of fluid. Its working motion is linear [2].   
 
The working principle of globe valves involves three stages; fully open stage, throttling stage, and fully closed 
stage. As the handle wheel is rotated in clockwise direction, valve and steam plug move in downward direction 
across the fluid flow line. The valve plug travels down slowly to take its place between the two valve seats that 
are fixed. Once the valve plug has reached the fixed seats and the gap between the valve plug and seats is fully 
closed, fluid flow is completely prevented. Globe valves are of two basic design types. Plug and seat design and a 
quarter turn valve in which ball or disc or cone turns against the seat. Internally, globe valve has trim which is a 
part that is responsible for flow control. It is this trim position that the actuator controls which determines its open 
and close position [3].   
 
Globe valve’s common application is for isolation and throttling services. It has a good shut-off ability and it is 
available in tee, wye, and angle configurations. However, it performs poorly under low pressure, demand for 
greater force or throttling during shut-off operation to seat the valve and consumes very large energy [4, 5]. Due 
to stem bending issues, leakage as a result of packing deterioration and manual operation by hand wheel is stressful 
and affects optimal efficiency [6]. This paper addresses modelling and subsequent stability testing of the developed 
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globe valve using classical stability analysis techniques, specifically; bode plot, Nyquist stability criterion, and 
root locus stability analysis technique. The rest of the paper contains literature review, methodology, results and 
discussion, and conclusion. 
 
 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Problem of cavitation is prevalent in globe valve and numerical analysis has been used to investigate the effect of 
trims on the intensity, formation region and start point of cavitation. Results obtained showed improvements in 
valve performance with one or two trims. The number of trims has to be restricted purely on cost factor especially, 
when the trims are more than three [7]. In [8], “cavitation occurs when the local pressure drops below the saturation 
pressure. Phase transformation occurs and bubbles formed by vapor emerge, grow and finally collapse with the 
pressure rising again, thus leading to vibration, noise and erosion in the valve body as well as other piping 
equipment.” 

For straight pattern globe valve, flow reaches the center of the valve containing seat and plug. As the fluid is made 
to rotate at 90-degree inside the globe valve upstream and downstream of the valve plug, cavitation is generated. 
If this rotation of fluid continues, pressure drops below the vapor pressure making the vapor press out of the fluid. 
The resulting bubbles gain the lost pressure in the column and collapse creating pressure waves that could damage 
the seat, plug and body of the globe valve [9]. Therefore, cavitation leads to erosion in the trim, that is, the seat 
and plug, loud operational noise, strong vibration, change in fluid properties and plant shut down [10]. 

Oscillation problem has also been identified in pilot tube of the downstream pipeline. Some factors were 
established that could cause oscillation, such as choking flow, dead bands, and self-excitation of the moving 
component in valve [11]. To solve oscillation problem, a resistance to flow that is linear in characteristic was 
introduced through orifice and installation of porous material.  This led to reduction in outlet area that suppressed 
cavitation. Also, cavitation, vortex shedding, turbulence and pressure pulsation were identified as the causes of 
vibration in valves [12].   

In order, to mitigate some of these identified problems associated with globe valve, sine mechanism drive was 
used to achieve the quick opening function of valve to control the contact and separation between the O-ring and 
the end face of the valve [13]. Attempt to solve manual operation and controlling of fluid using modelling, 
simulation, and analysis approach with Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software was carried [14]. CFD has 
also been used as a tool for predicting coefficient of various types of valve, globe valve inclusive [15]. However, 
CFD analysis is not enough to give full fluid characteristics due to high pressure produced by the fluid. This high-
pressure results into a nonlinear system behavior that affects the structure of globe valve [16]. 

Meanwhile, in order, to solve the problem of large energy consumption, a Pilot-Control Globe Valve (PCGV) 
which uses a pressure difference between the main valve and pilot valve as a means of control to make its operation 
faster was developed. It has been affirmed that PCGV is a novel valve that is quick in operation. It makes use of 
the pressure difference before and after the valve core to control the open and close state of the main valve. This 
PCGV spring must be chosen correctly to avoid operational time lag [17]. 
 
 
3. MODELLING OF GLOBE VALVE WITH LINEAR CHARACTERISTICS 
 
The physical structure of globe valve is represented by Figure 1 (a) that comprises of the spring, k, the damper, B, 
and the mass, M which are the energy storage elements of the globe valve. Figure 1 (b) and Figure 1 (c) show the 
forces involved due to external reaction, 𝐹  during the operations of globe valve as given by equation (1). The 
thrust due to internal reaction, 𝐹  is the force acting over the diaphragm area, 𝐴 , the stem area, 𝐴  and the pipe 
wall area, 𝐴 . This thrust is given by equation (2).   
 
                                                                    𝐹 𝐹 𝐹 𝐹                                                                               (1) 
 
                                                               𝐹 𝑃 𝐴 𝐴 𝐴                                                                        (2) 

 
where 𝐹  is the inertia force due to mass of diaphragm and stem. According to Newton’s second law of motion, 
the inertia force would be equal to the product of mass and acceleration according to equation (3). 
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                                                                            𝐹 𝑀𝑎 𝑡                                                                                 (3) 

 

 

Fig. 1. Forces acting on globe valve system. 
 

In terms of velocity, equation (3) is written as equation (4). 
 

                                                                                 𝐹 𝑀                                                                            (4) 

 
In terms of displacement, equation (4) becomes: 
 

                                                                                𝐹 𝑀                                                                           (5) 

 
For the damping force, 𝐹 , it is assumed that the 𝐹  is proportional to the velocity as shown in equation (6). 
 
                                                                                  𝐹 𝐵𝑣 𝑡                                                                             (6) 

 
Equation (6) is written in terms of displacement, x as equation (7). 
 

                                                                                  𝐹 𝐵                                                                            (7) 

 
where B is the damping coefficient. 
 
𝐹  is the spring force which stores the potential energy. The restoring force of a spring is proportional to the 
displacement, x as presented by equation (8). 
 
                                                                            𝐹  𝛼 𝑥 𝑡 𝑘𝑥 𝑡                                                                       (8) 

 
In order, to formulate equations of forces, assuming the globe valve system is linear and in equilibrium, 
D’Alembert principle is applied which states that, “for any body, the algebraic sum of externally applied forces 
and the forces resisting motion in any given direction is zero.” 
 
That is: 
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                                                                                     ∑ 𝐹 0                                                                              (9) 
 
Therefore: 
 
                                                                                       𝐹 𝐹                                                                             (10) 

 
That is: 
 
                                                                     𝐹 𝐹 𝐹 𝑃 𝐴 𝐴 𝐴                                             (11) 

 
Assuming the fluid flow in the pipe-valve chamber is constant, area of the pipe wall, 𝐴  is negligible, acceleration 
due to gravity is negligible, there is no leakage in the valve seat and diaphragm/plug area, and that the pipe is 
horizontal, equation (12) holds. 
 
                                                                       𝐹 𝐹 𝐹 𝑃 𝐴 𝐴                                                     (12) 

 
Substituting equations (5), (7), and (8) in equation (12) results into equation (13). 
 

                                                     𝑀 𝑀 𝐵 𝐾𝑥 𝑡 𝑃 𝐴 𝐴                                   (13) 

 
where 𝑀 𝑀 𝑀 . 
 
Apply Laplace transform to equation (13) assuming the system is a linear time invariant system, equation (14) 
results. 
 
                                     𝑀 𝑆 𝑋 𝑆 𝑀 𝑆 𝑋 𝑆 𝐵𝑆𝑋 𝑆 𝐾𝑋 𝑆 𝑃 𝐴 𝑆 𝐴 𝑆                         (14) 

 
Therefore: 
 

                                                                𝐺 𝑆                                             (15) 

 
Equation (15) is the equation that represent the transfer function of globe valve. 
 
By substituting these parameters; 𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑚 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎, 𝐴  0.132𝑚 , 𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎, 𝐴 0.017𝑚 , 
𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑚 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠, 𝑀 0.087𝑘𝑔, 𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠, 𝑀 0.169𝑘𝑔, 𝐷𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡, 𝐵 20𝑁/𝑚/𝑠, and 
𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡, 𝐾 100𝑁/𝑚, in equation (15), equation (16) results which is the transfer function, 𝐺 𝑆  
of the developed globe valve. 
 

                                                                         𝐺 𝑆 .

.
                                                      (16) 

 
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Figure 2 shows the open loop response of globe valve when a step input signal of 1.5 10  is supplied. The 
curve has no overshoot and settles at 1.12 seconds as presented in Table 1. This display indicates that model of 
globe valve developed, a second order system, is critically damped.   
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Fig. 2. Open loop response of globe valve to step input signal. 

Table 1. System response to step input signal. 
System Amplitude Overshoot (%) Settling time (s) 

Globe Valve 0.0015 Nil 1.12 

 
3.1. Bode plot analysis 
The Bode plots analysis in Figure 3 shows the range of systems’ stability limits in terms of gain and the phase 
margin. It shows that the investigated systems are stable and any reduction in gain and phase margin could lead to 
instability of the system. That is, considering the Bode plot of Figure 3, the globe valve operates below crossover 
frequency with negative feedback. For instance, a gain of magnitude -104dB at 301rad/s operates at a phase angle 
of -1650 which indicates that the system is stable because it does not operate in the crossover region of 1 and the 
phase is not in the positive feedback region. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Bode plot response of globe valve. 

 
3.2. Nyquist plot analysis 
The Nyquist plot of Figure 4 show the stability of the linearized feedback system and that the globe valve response 
is absolutely stable since the critical point, 1 𝑗0  lies outside the encirclement. 
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Fig. 4. Nyquist diagram of globe valve. 

 
3.3. Root locus analysis 
The root locus as presented in Figure 5 is also used to confirm the stability of the system models developed in the 
open loop configuration. The response show that globe valve system model developed is stable since it possesses 
no pole at the right hand side of the s-plane. Roots of the globe valve model developed, better approximate the 
behaviour of the systems and could be tagged the dominant roots. 
 
The summary of results obtained using classical techniques are contained in Table 2. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Root locus characteristics of globe valve. 

 
Table 2. Frequency Response Results of the Developed Systems 

Method System Gain 
(dB) 

Frequency 
(rad/s) 

Phase 
angle (0) 

Pole Critical 
point (-1+j0) 

location 
Bode 
Plot 

Globe 
valve 

-104 
 

301 
 

-165 
 

- 
 

- 
 

Nyquist 
Plot 

Globe 
valve 

- - - - Outside the 
encirclement 

Root 
Locus 

Globe 
valve 

30.6 72.4 - -72.4 - 
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4. CONCLUSION 
 
This work has presented the mathematical model of globe valve from basic mechanical systems point of view. As 
a result of instability suffered by globe valve due to cavitation, it is important that globe valve model be analyzed 
using classical stability techniques such as bode plot analysis, Nyquist stability analysis, and root locus analysis. 
Results obtained from these analysis show that the developed globe valve, a second order system, is stable and 
gives stable response without an overshoot to the supplied step input signal. Therefore, this is a good starting point 
in the consideration of globe valve for diverse fluid handling and control applications. 
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